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Mortally wounded in a fusillade of police bullets, the squat mob boss in W.R. 
Burnett`s ``Little Caesar`` uttered one of pulp fiction`s most enduring curtain 
lines: ``Mother of God, is this the end of Rico?`` As it turned out, that was not 
the end of Cesare ``Rico`` Bandello. Nor did the coppers (or the Bros. Warner) 
succeed in finishing Rico off at the fadeout of the even more memorable film, in 
which the snarling face of Edward G. Robinson launched a thousand gangster 
movies. 
 
Nearly a half-century later, ``Little Caesar`` is about to make a flamboyant 
theatrical comeback, following in the footsteps of Al Capone, Frank Nitti and the 
other Chicago mobsters who were profitably exhumed for the movie version of 



``The Untouchables.`` Rico`s resurrection will occur not in movie houses, 
however, but on the stage of the Organic Theater, where artistic director Thomas 
Riccio will introduce his split-level multimedia production of Burnett`s hard-
boiled classic on Monday night. 
 
In the highly stylized adaptation of the Burnett novel that Riccio has fashioned 
with Michael Miner, Little Caesar will literally face the music. The Organic show 
will prominently incorporate Prohibition songs (``I Got a Man``) and dance 
routines, along with blow-ups of newspaper photos and stills from the 1930 
movie. Riccio has also enlisted a choreographer to simulate the operatic herky-
jerky movements of actors in ``Little Caesar`` and such other antique gangster 
films as ``Scarface`` and ``Public Enemy,`` adding both a nostalgic and 
surrealistic flavor to his show. 
While these and other innovations may suggest that Riccio is taking indecent 
liberties with ``Little Caesar,`` turning a vain and arrogant killer into a 
vaudeville hero, the Organic boss swears it isn`t so. His production is not a 
lampoon, he insisted, but an homage, an attempt to ``mythologize`` the gangster 
era in Chicago.  
 
At the same time, he said, his interpretation will be much more faithful to the 
spirit of original than the Hollywood movie, which transformed one of Little 
Caesar`s groveling henchmen into a romantic leading man and (necessarily) 
omitted the profanity and ethnic slurs that gave Burnett`s book so much of its 
grubby authenticity. 
 
A small-town Ohio native, Burnett soaked up much of the boozy, bloody 
atmosphere for his first novel while working as a desk clerk at a Chicago hotel 
during the late 1920s. Capone was clearly the model for Little Caesar, whom the 
author described as a ``gutter MacBeth.`` An industrious and accomplished 
pulpmeister, Burnett went on to write nearly three dozen other novels, two of 
which, ``High Sierra`` and ``The Asphalt Jungle,`` became equally legendary 
films. Though he didn`t have a hand in the script for 
 
``Little Caesar,`` Burnett became a proficient screenwriter himself, adapting his 
own later work and that of other writers. His 60-some scripts ranged from ``This 
Gun for Hire`` to ``The Great Escape,`` his final (and favorite) screen credit 
before his death in 1982. 
 
Like Burnett (and Little Caesar), Thomas Riccio was born in Ohio, and when he 
came to Chicago in 1985 to take charge of the Organic Theater, he was captivated 
by the city`s mythological reputation as a capital of crime and violence. With his 
fondness for modernizing and transmogrifying classics (he recently turned 
``Beowulf`` into ``Betawulf,`` a play set in postnuclear Chicago) and his 
affection for pulp fiction, Riccio was naturally drawn to 
 
``Little Caesar`` as a vehicle for the Organic stage. Riccio had hoped to base his 
adaptation on the movie script. Unable to secure the rights, he turned to the 



Burnett novel, which, he said, was ``like striking paydirt. It was pure, the real 
thing, and it immediately struck me as being very stageworthy.`` Made up almost 
entirely of external action and dialogue, the book was comparatively easy to 
adapt, Riccio said. He and Miner, a journalist, playwright and media critic for the 
Reader, stripped the dialogue down to 70 pages. ``We massaged it along from 
there, adding lines, adjusting others, dropping characters, making the plot line 
clear.`` 
 
With this ambitious production, Riccio and his collaborators obviously are 
hoping to revive not only ``Little Caesar`` but the fortunes and the reputation of 
the Organic Theater. Beginning with his first show, ``Rubber City,`` Riccio has 
had mostly hard times in his efforts to duplicate the success of Stuart Gordon, 
who had made the Organic an arena for some of the most innovative theatrical 
productions of the `70s. 
 
Whether a smash or a misfire, Riccio`s version of ``Little Caesar`` is bound to 
be an improvement on the movie in at least one crucial respect. When it was 
made in 1930, censors decided that Rico`s death cry was blasphemous, dictating 
that it be changed to ``Mother of Mercy. . . .`` By reverting to the original line, 
Riccio has managed to render unto both God and Little Caesar. 
 


